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REVENUE DEPARTMENT[701]

Notice of Intended Action

Proposing rule making related to services subject to sales tax
and providing an opportunity for public comment

The Revenue Department hereby proposes to rescind Chapter 26, “Sales and Use Tax on Services”; to
amend Chapter 203, “Elements Included in and Excluded from a Taxable Sale and Sales Price”; to adopt
new Chapter 211, “Taxable Services”; to amend Chapter 213, “Miscellaneous Taxable Sales,” Chapter
214, “Agricultural Rules,” Chapter 215, “Exemptions Primarily Benefiting Manufacturers and Other
Persons Engaged in Processing,” and Chapter 216, “Events, Amusements, and Other Related Activities”;
to adopt newChapter 218, “Services Related to Vehicles”; and to amend Chapter 219, “Sales andUse Tax
on Construction Activities,” Chapter 220, “Exemptions Primarily of Benefit to Consumers,” and Chapter
225, “Resale and Processing Exemptions Primarily of Benefit to Retailers,” Iowa Administrative Code.

Legal Authority for Rule Making

This rule making is proposed under the authority provided in Iowa Code section 421.14.

State or Federal Law Implemented

This rule making implements, in whole or in part, Iowa Code chapter 423.

Purpose and Summary

The Department proposes this rule making to replace its longstanding chapter of rules on services
subject to sales tax. Chapter 26 includes several out-of-date elements that prompted this rule making:
references to terms such as “gross receipts” rather than “sales price,” references to Iowa Code sections
that have been repealed for several years, and a general lack of modern rule-writing features such as
subparts and catchwords. Most of the differences between Chapter 26 and proposed Chapter 211 reflect
these updates. Other changes fromChapter 26 include a reorganization of rules intomore subject-focused
chapters, such as those for agriculture (Chapter 214); events, amusements, and other related activities
(Chapter 216); services related to vehicles (Chapter 218); and construction (Chapter 219). Other items
in this proposed rule making update cross-references that lead to Chapter 26.

In addition to these mostly nonsubstantive revisions, the Department proposes three substantive
changes to current rules in Chapter 26 as well as new rules to implement relatively new taxable
services. First is proposed rule 701—211.17(423) (machine operators), which replaces current rule
701—26.28(422). The current rule includes some language that creates confusion: “In addition, to be
taxable as machine operation, the operation of the machine must be the primary service that is being
performed and not just incidental to the performance of the primary service being rendered” [emphasis
added]. Typically, the use of “primary” in Department rules indicates a temporal value, such that the
primary use of an item equals how it is used for more than half of its usefulness. After reviewing this
current rule, the Department does not believe the original intent of rule 701—26.28(422) was to use a
time-based analysis. Proposed rule 701—211.17(423) does not include this language and has additional
examples to describe situations in which a person may or may not be a machine operator based on the
person’s use of a computer to perform job functions.

Second, current rules 701—26.42(422) and 701—26.78(422,423) implement the services enumerated
in Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ax”: “Storage of household goods, mini-storage, and warehousing of raw
agricultural products.” Rule 701—26.42(422) relates to storage of household goods and warehousing
of raw agricultural products, while rule 701—26.78(422,423) relates to mini-storage. Upon reviewing
these rules, it makes more sense to the Department to group storage of household goods and mini-storage
together, so proposed rule 701—211.25(423) does this, and the bulk of the text related to warehousing
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of raw agricultural products has been moved into the chapter on agriculture, Chapter 214. Additionally,
some of rule 701—26.78(422,423) created confusion about what is or is not considered mini-storage,
so the language in proposed rule 701—211.25(423) has been revised to clarify what is or what is not
subject to sales tax.

Third, the Department proposes to replace rule 701—26.24(422), “Golf and country clubs and all
commercial recreation,” with new rule 701—216.3(423). The current rule attempts to determine whether
an activity is taxable “commercial recreation” by utilizing criteria about whether instruction is provided
and, if so, the type of training the instructor received before providing the instruction. As the variety
of services provided has expanded over time, this rule has created confusion for businesses that offer
these activities. The Director has determined through the Declaratory Order process in recent years that,
thanks to rule 701—26.24(422), yoga and Pilates classes are not taxable, but cycling classes are taxable.
Because the statute clearly imposes tax on “all commercial recreation,” the Department proposes to
replace rule 701—26.24(422) with a rule that defines “recreation” and indicates that all sales of recreation
are subject to sales tax.

Lastly, 2018 IowaActs, Senate File 2417, imposed sales tax on a variety of new, digital-based services
(Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bq” through “bu”). Shortly after the enactment of that legislation, the
Department crafted nonbinding guidance for taxpayers looking for help in understanding these new
taxable services. The Department now proposes to adopt its interpretations of those services into binding
administrative rules.

Fiscal Impact

The Department estimates proposed rule 701—216.3(423) to have a fiscal impact of $2.43 million for
General Fund sales tax revenue and $0.38 million for local option sales tax (LOST) revenue in fiscal year
2023, assuming it goes into effect in early January 2023. For a full fiscal year impact, these numbers
increase to $4.95 million for sales tax and $0.78 million for LOST in fiscal year 2024 and increase
gradually thereafter due to inflation. Additional information is available from the Department upon
request. The Department does not anticipate any other items in this rule making to have a fiscal impact.

Jobs Impact

After analysis and review of this rule making, no impact on jobs has been found.

Waivers

Any person who believes that the application of the discretionary provisions of this rule making would
result in hardship or injustice to that person may petition the Department for a waiver of the discretionary
provisions, if any, pursuant to rule 701—7.28(17A).

Public Comment

Any interested person may submit written or oral comments concerning this proposed rule making.
Written or oral comments in response to this rule making must be received by the Department no later
than 4:30 p.m. on October 25, 2022. Comments should be directed to:

Tim Reilly
Department of Revenue
Hoover State Office Building
P.O. Box 10457
Des Moines, Iowa 50306
Phone: 515.782.0535
Email: tim.reilly@iowa.gov
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Public Hearing

A public hearing at which persons may present their views orally or in writing will be held as follows:

October 25, 2022
11 a.m. to 12 noon

Room 1 NW
Hoover State Office Building
Des Moines, Iowa

Persons who wish to make oral comments at the public hearing may be asked to state their names for
the record and to confine their remarks to the subject of this proposed rule making.

Any persons who intend to attend the public hearing and have special requirements, such as those
related to hearing or mobility impairments, should contact the Department and advise of specific needs.

Review by Administrative Rules Review Committee

The Administrative Rules Review Committee, a bipartisan legislative committee which oversees rule
making by executive branch agencies, may, on its own motion or on written request by any individual or
group, review this rule making at its regular monthly meeting or at a special meeting. The Committee’s
meetings are open to the public, and interested persons may be heard as provided in Iowa Code section
17A.8(6).

The following rule-making actions are proposed:
ITEM 1. Rescind and reserve 701—Chapter 26.
ITEM 2. Amend subrule 203.5(3) as follows:
203.5(3) Trade for services. The trade-in provisions referenced in Iowa Code section

423.1(47)“a”(7) and found in Iowa Code section 423.3(59) do not apply to taxable enumerated services.
When taxable enumerated services are traded, the sales price would be determined based on the value
of the service or other consideration.

EXAMPLE.: A and B agree that A will purchase a car which B now owns. The two parties agree
on a purchase price of $9,000. In return for transfer of title from B, A agrees to pay B $7,000 in cash
and to paint B’s house with paint provided by B. A and B agree that the value of B’s house painting
services is $2,000. House painting is a taxable enumerated service; reference rule 701—26.34(422)
701—219.13(423) contains more information about this service. Since the trade-in provisions are not
applicable to the value of taxable enumerated services, the purchase price of the car is $9,000 and not
$7,000.

ITEM 3. Adopt the following new 701—Chapter 211:
CHAPTER 211

TAXABLE SERVICES

701—211.1(423) Definitions and scope.
211.1(1) Definitions. For purposes of this chapter:
“Persons engaged in the business of” means persons who offer the named service or services to the

public or others in exchange for consideration, regardless of whether such person offers the service or
services continuously, part-time, seasonally, or for short periods.

“Repair” includes the mending or renovation of existing parts and the replacement of defective
parts or subassemblies. Repair does not include the installation of new parts or accessories that are not
replacements.

“Sales price” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 423.1(51).
“Services” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 423.1(54).
211.1(2) Scope. Iowa imposes tax upon the sales price of rendering, furnishing, or performing at

retail certain enumerated services, described in more detail in this chapter.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2.
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701—211.2(423) Interstate commerce. Services performed in interstate commerce are exempt from tax
if the imposition of tax would violate the United States or Iowa Constitution or laws of the United States.
Services performed on tangible personal property are exempt from tax if those services are performed
on property that the retailer of the property transfers to a carrier for shipment to a point outside Iowa,
places in the United States mail or parcel post directed to a point outside Iowa, or transports to a point
outside Iowa by means of the retailer’s own vehicles and that is not thereafter returned to a point within
Iowa, except solely in the course of interstate commerce or transportation. This exemption does not
apply to services performed on property if the purchaser, the consumer, or the agent of either a purchaser
or consumer, other than a carrier, takes physical possession of the property in Iowa. Iowa Code sections
423.3(1) and 423.3(43) contain more information.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.3(1).

701—211.3(423) Services performed for employers. Services rendered, furnished, or performed for
an “employer,” as defined in Iowa Code section 422.4, are not taxable.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.1(54).

701—211.4(423) Services purchased for resale. Services purchased for resale are not subject to sales
tax. A service is purchased for resale when it is subcontracted by the person contracted to perform the
service. Tax imposed on services is collectible at the time the service is complete even if the services
are not purchased by the ultimate beneficiary.

EXAMPLE 1: X is a printer and enters into a contract with Y to print 500 bulletins. X subcontracts
the job to Z, who prints the 500 bulletins. Tax does not apply to the contract between X and Z since X
purchased the printing service from Z for resale to Y. The sale from X to Y is subject to sales tax.

EXAMPLE 2: D owns an auto repair shop, and F brings an automobile in to have the air conditioner
fixed. D is unable to fix the unit, so the car is sent to G who is an air conditioning specialist. The sale of
G’s service to D is a sale for resale by D to F, so there is no tax imposed. The sale from D to F is subject
to sales tax.

EXAMPLE 3: K operates a test laboratory business. K agrees to provide testing services to J. In the
course of conducting the tests, K rents equipment from M. In computing the fee that J has agreed to pay
K for testing services, K will include K’s costs, including the taxable rental K paid to M in rendering
the testing services. Under these circumstances, K furnished J with testing services and not with the
equipment rental services, which M furnished to K. K is the consumer of the equipment rental services
that are not resold to J, and J is the consumer of the testing services. Rule 701—15.3(422,423) contains
more information regarding resale certificates.

EXAMPLE 4: R operates a retail farm implement dealership. R accepts a motorboat as part
consideration for a piece of farm equipment. R then contracts with D to repair the motor on the boat. R
does not normally sell motorboats in the regular course of R’s business. Therefore, the repair service
performed by D for R is subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.3(2).

701—211.5(423) Alteration and garment repair. Persons engaged in the business of altering or
repairing any type of garment or clothing are selling a service subject to sales tax. This includes
services rendered, furnished, or performed by tailors, dressmakers, furriers, and others engaged in
similar occupations.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“a.”

701—211.6(423) Dry cleaning, pressing, dyeing and laundering. Persons engaged in the business of
dry cleaning, pressing, dyeing, or laundering services are selling a service subject to sales tax. Self-pay
washers and dryers are excluded from this rule.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“o.”
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701—211.7(423) Sewing and stitching. Persons engaged in the business of sewing and stitching are
selling a service subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“au.”

701—211.8(423) Shoe repair and shoeshine. Persons engaged in the business of repairing or shining
any type of footwear including but not limited to shoes, boots, and sandals are selling a service subject
to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“av.”

701—211.9(423) Furniture, rug, and upholstery repair and cleaning.
211.9(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of repairing, restoring, renovating, or cleaning

furniture, rugs, or upholstery are selling a service subject to sales tax.
211.9(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Furniture” includes all indoor and outdoor furnishings.
“Rugs” includes all types of rugs and carpeting.
“Upholstery” includes all materials used to stuff or cover any piece of furniture.
This rule intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“t.”

701—211.10(423) Fur storage and repair.
211.10(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of storing fur for preservation and future use

and refurbishing, repairing, and renovating fur, including the addition of new skins and furs, are selling
a service subject to sales tax.

211.10(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Fur” includes both natural fur and synthetic products resembling fur.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“u.”

701—211.11(423) Investment counseling. Persons engaged in the business of counseling others relative
to investment in or on the disposition of property or rights, whether real, personal, tangible, or intangible,
and who charge for that counseling, are selling a service subject to sales tax. This includes investment
counseling rendered, furnished, or performed by a trust department.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“e.”

701—211.12(423) Bank and financial institution service charges.
211.12(1) In general. The service charges imposed by financial institutions relating to a depositor’s

checking account are subject to sales tax. If the same service is performed by a financial institution
relating to an account that does not qualify as a checking account, the service charge imposed by the
financial institution is not subject to sales tax.

211.12(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Bank”means an institution empowered to do all banking business, including issue negotiable notes,

discount notes, receive deposits payable on demand, and buy and sell bills of exchange. Savings and
loan associations and other financial institutions not commonly considered to be banks do not fall within
the meaning of a bank.

“Checking account” means an account on which withdrawals may be made from the account via a
written instrument, including but not limited to a check, draft, or negotiable order of withdrawal (NOW).
Whether or not an account pays interest does not determine whether an account qualifies as a checking
account. The term “checking account” is characterized by its general meaning rather than a technical
definition, and other types of accounts, not described in this rule, may qualify as checking accounts.
Certificates of deposits do not qualify as checking accounts.

“Financial institutions” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“f.”
211.12(3) Checking account charges. All charges relating to a checking account are subject to sales

tax, including but not limited to charges for the following:
a. Withdrawals made by check or bank card.
b. Nonproprietary automatic teller machine (ATM) transactions.
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c. Transferring funds from one account to another (if billed to a checking account).
d. Stop payment.
e. Debit card replacement.
f. Copy and research.
g. Bill payment.
h. Returned deposit items.
i. Issuance of a certified check, drawn from a particular account.
211.12(4) Other service charges. Service charges not usually subject to sales tax by virtue of having

no relationship to checking accounts include but are not limited to:
a. Safety deposit box rentals.
b. Mortgage and loans.
c. Trust department fees for probating estates, administering trusts, administering agency

accounts, administering pension and profit-sharing plans, serving as stock transfer agents or registrars,
serving as farm managers, and fees or commissions charged to customers for handling security
transactions. Some of these services may qualify as investment counseling and may be subject to sales
tax. Rule 701—211.11(423) contains more information about investment counseling services.

d. Real estate appraisals.
e. Servicing real estate loans.
f. Contract collection and collection not related to the maintenance of a checking account.
g. Special lockbox handling.
h. Finance charges, including those for credit cards.
i. Escrow agent.
j. Safekeeping, handling and cashing coupons or certificates kept in a bank’s possession.
k. Penalties on early withdrawal for saving certificates.
l. Purchasing or selling securities for customers, unless used as a disguise for investment

counseling fees.
m. Real estate collection exchange, including collecting and transferring mortgage payments.
n. Traveler’s or a similar type of check, bank cashier’s checks, bank drafts, or money orders with

no relation to a customer’s checking account.
o. Check exchanges.
p. Noncustomer point of sale or ATM access fees or service charges.
211.12(5) Exceptions. Fees charged to a checking account depositor for a depositor’s failure to

adhere to contractual obligations with a bank or financial institution are not subject to sales tax. These
charges, such as fees for overdrafts or returned checks, are penalties rather than service charges. Bank
service charges that are never assessed against the expense of maintaining a checking account are not
subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“f.”

701—211.13(423) Barber and beauty.
211.13(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of barbering and beauty are selling a service

subject to sales tax.
211.13(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Barbering” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 158.1.
“Barbershop” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 158.1.
“Beauty”means the same as “cosmetology” and “esthetics” as those terms are defined in Iowa Code

section 157.1.
211.13(3) Sales tax permits.
a. Each barber, beauty or other beautification shop or establishment shall receive only one permit

and remit tax as one enterprise when operated under a common management.
b. When an operator leases space and is an independent operator, the lessee shall notify the

department and secure a sales tax permit whereby the lessee will be responsible directly for the sales
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tax due. In order to be considered independent, the lessee must also be independent from the lessor for
the purposes of withholding income tax, unemployment compensation, and social security taxes.

211.13(4) Leasing. The lessor who has leased a part of the premises shall report to the department
the names and addresses of all lessees. If the lessor is accounting for the lessee’s sales, the lessor shall,
after the name of each lessee, show the amount of net taxable sales made by the lessee on each report
to the department and which net taxable sales are included in the lessor’s return. Rule 701—15.11(423)
contains more information.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(6)“g” and 423.36.

701—211.14(423) Photography and retouching.
211.14(1) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Photography” means the art or process of capturing or producing still or moving images, films, or

videos using any device designed to record or capture images, film, or video. Taxable sales associated
with photography services include but are not limited to sitting or photoshoot fees and fees relating to
taking or producing photographs or videos, including editing.

“Retouching” means the alteration, restoration, or renovation of a picture, film, video, image,
artwork, likeness, or design.

211.14(2) In general. The sales price of photography services and retouching services are taxable
regardless of whether the service results in the production of tangible personal property or specified
digital products.

EXAMPLE 1: Standalone photography service. X operates a photography business where customers
can purchase a half-hour photoshoot session for $50 and may purchase physical or electronic copies
of any photographs taken during the photoshoot for $10 each. Y purchases a half-hour photoshoot
from X for $50; however, after viewing the images, Y decides not to purchase any copies of any of
the photographs. X must collect and remit sales tax and any applicable local option tax on $50, the cost
of the photography service, even though Y decided not to purchase any of the resulting photographs.

EXAMPLE 2: Photography service and sale of photographs. Same facts as Example 1, except that Y
decides to purchase ten photographs for $10 each. X must collect and remit sales tax and any applicable
local option tax on $150, the total cost of the $50 photography service and the $100 cost of the ten
photographs. Here, the photography service is taxable and the photographs are taxable as the sale of
tangible personal property if they are delivered in hard copy or as the sale of specified digital products
if they are delivered electronically.

211.14(3) Sourcing. More information about how various aspects of photography services may be
sourced is available in 701—subrule 205.2(1).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(6)“bo” and “bp.”

701—211.15(423) Household appliance, television, and radio repair.
211.15(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of repairing household appliances, television

sets, or radio sets are selling a service subject to sales tax.
211.15(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Household appliances” includes all mechanical devices normally used in the home, whether or not

the appliances are actually used in the home.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“y.”

701—211.16(423) Jewelry and watch repair. Persons engaged in the business of repairing jewelry or
watches are selling a service subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“aa.”

701—211.17(423) Machine operators.
211.17(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of operating machines of all kinds that belong

to other persons and charge a fee for operating are selling a service subject to sales tax. Operation of the
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machinemust be the central function of the service being performed and not incidental to the performance
of the service the operator was hired to perform.

211.17(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Machine” includes but is not limited to typewriters, computers, calculators, cash registers, and

manufacturing machinery and equipment. “Machine” does not include telephones, automobiles, or
airplanes.

“Machine operator” is a person who manages, controls, and conducts a mechanical device or a
combination of mechanical powers and devices used to perform a function and produce a certain result
or effect.

211.17(3) Machine operators as employees. The services of a machine operator are not subject to
sales tax if the operation of machinery is by an employee directly for an employer. Rule 701—211.3(423)
contains information about services performed by an employee for an employer.

EXAMPLE 1: Employee A is hired to perform data entry on a computer for A’s employer. While
Employee A is performing the service of a machine operator, because Employee A is performing the
service directly for A’s employer, A’s service is not subject to sales tax.

EXAMPLE 2: Through a temporary employment agency, Worker B performs data entry on a computer
for Company Z. Company Z pays a set per-hour fee for data entry services. Worker B is performing the
service of a machine operator, not directly for Company Z but for the temporary employment agency.
Company Z must pay sales or use tax on the fee imposed by the temporary employment agency. Rule
701—211.23(423) contains information about the service of private employment agencies.

EXAMPLE 3: Through a temporary employment agency, Worker C performs telemarketing services
for Company X. Because Worker C is operating a telephone, which is not considered a machine for
purposes of this rule, Company X would not pay sales or use tax on the fee imposed by the temporary
employment agency.

EXAMPLE 4: Company Y hires Lawyer D through a temporary employment agency. Lawyer D
spends most of the work time performing legal research and writing memoranda, both of which are done
at a computer. Lawyer D is not a machine operator just because Lawyer D uses a computer. Lawyer D
was hired by Company Y to perform legal services. Lawyer D’s use of the computer is incidental to the
legal services Lawyer D was hired to perform.

EXAMPLE 5: Company X hires Employee A as a purchaser. In this role, Employee A procures
materials for Company X, negotiates and manages purchasing agreements, and communicates with
vendors. To perform these job duties, Employee A spends the majority of working hours on a computer.
Employee A is not a machine operator, because the central function of the job is as a purchaser and the
computer use is incidental to the performance of job duties.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ad.”

701—211.18(423) Machine repair of all kinds.
211.18(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of repairing machines of all kinds are selling

a service subject to sales tax.
211.18(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Machine” means a mechanical device or combination of mechanical powers and devices used to

perform some function and produce a certain result or effect. Machines include devices that have moving
parts, are operated by hand, and are powered by a motor, engine, or other form of energy.

211.18(3) Musical instruments. For purposes of this rule, a musical instrument does not constitute
a machine.

EXAMPLE: Person A owns an electric piano and an acoustic upright piano. Both pianos require
repairs; the electric piano needs a new power cord, and the acoustic piano needs keys replaced. The
electric piano repair would be taxable under 701—subrule 219.13(8). The repair to the acoustic piano
is not taxable.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ae.”
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701—211.19(423) Motor repair. Persons engaged in the business of repairing motors powered by any
means are selling a service subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“af.”

701—211.20(423) Oilers and lubricators.
211.20(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of oiling, changing oil in, lubricating, or

greasing vehicles and machines of all types are selling a service subject to sales tax.
211.20(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Machine” includes those items with moving parts or powered by a motor or engine or other form

of energy. “Machine” also includes heavy equipment vehicles or implements, whether such equipment
functions in a state of rest or a state of motion.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ah.”

701—211.21(423) Office and business machine repair. Persons engaged in the business of repairing
office and business machines are selling a service subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ai.”

701—211.22(423) Parking facilities.
211.22(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of operating a parking facility for a fee are

selling a service subject to sales tax.
211.22(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Parking facility”means any place that is used for parking a vehicle for consideration. It is irrelevant

whether the charge is by the hour, day, month, or any other period of time.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ak.”

701—211.23(423) Private employment agency, executive search agency.
211.23(1) In general. Private employment agencies engaged in the business of providing listings of

available employment, counseling others with respect to future employment, or aiding another in any
way to procure employment are selling a service subject to sales tax, regardless of whether the service
is rendered for a prospective employer or prospective employee.

211.23(2) Principal place of employment outside of Iowa. Services rendered by private employment
agencies which place a person and where the person’s principal place of employment is outside of Iowa
are not subject to Iowa sales tax. For purposes of this rule, “principal place of employment” means the
primary work location of the employee.

EXAMPLE 1: Company X contracts with Agency Z, an Iowa employment agency, to secure
employment for an employee to work at a production plant in Illinois. Agency Z finds a suitable
employee who is hired by Company X. Because the employee’s principal place of employment is
outside the state, this service is not subject to Iowa sales tax.

EXAMPLE 2: Company B, a sales company, contracts with Agency C, an employment agency, to
secure a salesperson to travel throughout Iowa, Missouri, and Nebraska. Both Company B and Agency
C are located in Iowa. Agency C is successful in finding a salesperson for Company B. Though the
salesperson will be traveling throughout the three states, because Company B, the principal place of the
salesperson’s employment, is located within Iowa, Agency C’s service is subject to Iowa sales tax.

211.23(3) Executive search agencies. Executive search agencies that are engaged in the business
of securing employment for top-level management positions are selling a service subject to sales tax,
regardless of whether the executive search agency is licensed under Iowa Code chapter 94A or not.
Further, unlike the exclusion found in subrule 211.23(2) for private employment agencies, executive
search agencies’ services performed in Iowa are subject to Iowa sales tax regardless of whether the
principal place of employment for the person the agency placed into employment is located within Iowa.

211.23(4) Private employment versus executive search agencies. To determine if an agency is an
executive search agency or a private employment agency, the following nonexhaustive lists of elements
may be used to distinguish the two.
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a. Private employment agency:
(1) All levels of jobs in an organization. All salary levels.
(2) Large number of clients at all times. Both possible employers and employees.
(3) Individual’s résumé circulated to many possible employers.
(4) No extensive analysis of the position or the individual.
(5) Normally does not make travel arrangements for interviews, does not conduct salary

negotiations, does not perform detailed follow-up studies.
(6) Paid by either the company or the job seeker.
(7) Paid on a contingent-fee basis. Paid only if a referred person is hired.
(8) Does engage in general advertising of available positions.
(9) Overall placement of an individual is not as extensive or sophisticated.
b. Executive search agency:
(1) Top-level management positions.
(2) Serve only a few clients at one time. Employers only.
(3) Send information regarding one individual to one possible employer only. Résumés never

circulated to other possible employers.
(4) Extensive analysis of the position to be filled. Extensive analysis of the individuals who are

candidates. Preparation of detailed professional assessment of strengths and weaknesses of individuals.
(5) Make travel arrangements for interviews, conduct salary negotiations, perform follow-up

studies.
(6) Only paid by the company seeking the employee.
(7) Paid on retainer or by an hourly charge or by contract. Paid whether or not an individual is

hired.
(8) Does not advertise available positions.
(9) Overall placement of an individual requires extensive and sophisticated analysis of position and

individual.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ap” and “aq.”

701—211.24(423) Storage of household goods and mini-storage.
211.24(1) In general. The sales price from the sale of the storage of household goods and

mini-storage are subject to sales and use tax.
211.24(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Household goods”means tangible personal property ordinarily located in a person’s residence that

is not inventory.
“Mini-storage” means a commercial operation that provides individual storage units of various

sizes to persons for the purpose of storing tangible personal property. “Mini-storage” includes a
secured area in which vehicles, boats, recreational vehicles, camping trailers and other types of tangible
personal property can be stored. “Mini-storage” is taxable, regardless of whether the buyer or the
seller provides particular security measures including but not limited to locks, fences, gates, security
cameras, or password-protected entrances. “Mini-storage” is taxable regardless of whether the buyer
has sole access to the unit. “Mini-storage” does not include storage lockers, storage units, or garages
at apartment complexes for the primary convenience of the tenant if such lockers, units, or garages
are part of the nonitemized price of an apartment rental. Mini-storage space is not a warehouse. Rule
701—214.22(423) contains provisions on warehousing of raw agricultural products.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ax.”

701—211.25(423) Telephone answering service. Persons engaged in the business of providing a
telephone answering service, whether by person or machine, are selling a service subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bb.”

701—211.26(423) Test laboratories.
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211.26(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of providing laboratory testing of any
substance for any experimental, scientific, or commercial purpose are selling a service subject to sales
tax. “Test laboratories” includes but is not limited to mobile testing laboratories and field testing by
test laboratories.

211.26(2) Exempt testing services. Test laboratory services performed on humans and animals and
environmental testing services are not taxable. “Environmental testing services” includes but is not
limited to the physical and chemical analysis of soil, water, wastewater, air, or solid waste performed in
order to ascertain the presence of environmental contamination or degradation.

211.26(3) Nonprofit blood centers. Test laboratory services rendered, furnished, or performed for
a nonprofit blood center registered by the federal Food and Drug Administration are exempt when the
services are directly and primarily used in the processing of human blood.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(6)“bc,” 423.3(102), and 423.3(26A).

701—211.27(423) Termite, bug, roach, and pest eradicators.
211.27(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of eradicating, controlling, or preventing the

infestation by termites, insects, roaches, and all other living pests, by spraying or other means, are selling
a service subject to sales tax. This includes persons who eradicate, prevent, or control pest infestations
in farmhouses, outbuildings, and other structures, such as grain bins, used in agricultural production.

211.27(2) Spraying of cropland exempt. This rule does not include those persons who are engaged
in the business of spraying cropland used in agricultural production to eradicate or prevent the infestation
by pests of the cropland. The service of spraying cropland is exempt. Rule 701—211.1(423) contains
the definition of “agricultural production.”

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(6)“bd” and 423.3(5).

701—211.28(423) Tin and sheet metal repair. Persons engaged in the business of repairing tin or sheet
metal, whether it has or has not been formed into a finished product, are selling a service subject to sales
tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“be.”

701—211.29(423) Turkish baths, massage, and reducing salons.
211.29(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of operating Turkish baths, massage, and

reducing salons are selling a service subject to sales tax. This includes persons engaged in the business
of operating a health studiowhich, as a part of its operation, offers any services of Turkish baths, massage,
or reducing facilities or programs. The sales price of those services is subject to sales tax.

211.29(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Massage” means the kneading, rubbing, or manipulation of the body to condition the body.

“Massage” does not include any body manipulation undertaken and incidental to the practice of one
or more of the healing arts or those provided by massage therapists licensed under Iowa Code chapter
152C.

“Reducing salons” means any type of establishment that offers facilities or a program of activities
for the purpose of weight reduction.

“Turkish baths” means any type of facility where an individual is warmed by steam or dry heat.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bg.”

701—211.30(423)Weighing. Persons engaged in the business of weighing any item of tangible personal
property are selling a service subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bi.”

701—211.31(423)Welding. Persons engaged in the business of welding materials for whatever purpose
are selling a service subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bj.”
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701—211.32(423) Wrapping, packing, and packaging of merchandise other than processed meat,
fish, fowl, and vegetables. Persons engaged in the business of wrapping, packing, and packaging of
merchandise other than processed meat, fish, fowl, and vegetables are selling a service subject to sales
tax. A person who provides a service described in this rule incidental to the sale of such items without
charging separately for the service does not need to collect or remit tax. 701—Chapter 206 contains
additional information on bundled transactions.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bl.”

701—211.33(423) Wrecking service.
211.33(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of wrecking are selling a service subject to

sales tax.
211.33(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Wrecking” includes defacing or demolishing tangible personal or real property or any part thereof.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bm.”

701—211.34(423) Cable and pay television.
211.34(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of distributing the signals of one or

more television broadcasting stations or other television programming to subscribers and using any
transmission path, including but not limited to cable, satellite, streaming video, video on-demand, or
pay-per-view, for those signals are selling a service subject to sales tax. The sales price for the rental of
any device used to decode or receive television broadcasting signals from a communications satellite
is also subject to sales tax.

211.34(2) Signals to exhibitors. Any person distributing or providing signals to exhibitors on screens
in auditoriums or other buildings that show sporting or other events are selling a service subject to sales
tax.

211.34(3) Applicability. This rule applies to the transmissions of single events and subscriptions and
to television services that serve fewer than 50 subscribers or are serving only customers located in one
or more multiple unit dwellings that are under common ownership, control, or management.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“al.”

701—211.35(423) Camera repair.
211.35(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of camera repair are selling a service subject

to sales tax.
211.35(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Camera repair” includes the repair of any still photograph, motion picture, video, digital, or

television camera. “Camera repair” includes the repair of any part of a camera considered to be a part of
a camera that may be detached from the camera body but can only be used with a camera. Examples of
such accessories include but are not limited to detachable lenses, flash units, and motor drives. “Camera
repair” does not include the repair of cameras that are built into a cell phone or computer.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“w.”

701—211.36(423) Gun repair.
211.36(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of repairing guns are selling a service subject

to sales tax.
211.36(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Gun repair”means the repair of any pistol, revolver or other hand gun, as well as the repair of any

shoulder or hip-fired gun such as a rifle or shotgun.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“w.”

701—211.37(423) Janitorial and building maintenance or cleaning.
211.37(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of performing one or a number of janitorial

services and building maintenance or cleaning are selling a service subject to sales tax.
211.37(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
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“Building maintenance or cleaning” includes but is not limited to the cleaning of exterior walls or
windows of any building and any other act performed upon the exterior of a building with the intent to
keep it in good condition or upkeep.

“Janitorial services”means the type of cleaning services performed by a janitor in the regular course
of duty. These services may be performed individually under a separate contract or included within a
general contract to perform a combination of such services. These services may include but are not
limited to interior window washing, floor cleaning, vacuuming, waxing, cleaning of interior walls and
woodwork, cleaning of restrooms and furnaces, and the movement of furniture or other personal property
within a building.

211.37(3) Exempt services.
a. Janitorial services performed in a private residence, including apartment or multiple housing

units, and paid for by the occupant of the residence are exempt from sales tax.
b. Repairs and any service performed upon the exterior of a building that is a private residence

and paid for by an occupant of the building are excluded from the meaning of “building maintenance
or cleaning.” However, these services may be taxable under a construction-related enumerated service,
described in rule 701—219.13(423).

c. Janitorial services and building maintenance or cleaning performed on or in connection with
new construction, reconstruction, alteration, expansion or remodeling of a structure are exempt from tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“z.”

701—211.38(423) Lawn care, landscaping, and tree trimming and removal.
211.38(1) Lawn care.
a. In general. Persons engaged in the business of lawn care are selling a service subject to sales

tax. Lawn care is a taxable service regardless of the age of the person performing the service. Lawn care
services performed on properties including but not limited to cemetery grounds, golf courses, parks, and
residential or commercial properties containing one or more buildings or structures are subject to sales
tax.

b. Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Landscaping” includes services related to the arrangement and modification of a given parcel or

tract of land so as to render the land suitable for public or private use or enjoyment.
“Lawn” means an open space between woods or ground that is covered with grass and is generally

kept mowed or required to be kept mowed.
“Lawn care” includes but is not limited to services related to mowing, trimming, watering,

fertilizing, reseeding, resodding, and the killing of weeds, fungi, vermin, and insects that may threaten
a lawn.

c. Not taxable. The mowing of grass within a ditch is not a taxable service.
211.38(2) Landscaping.
a. In general. Persons engaged in the business of landscaping are selling a service subject to sales

tax.
b. Landscape architects. Services that require licensure as a “landscape architect” pursuant to

Iowa Code section 544B.2 are not subject to sales tax under this rule if those services are performed by
a licensed landscape architect, are separately stated, and are separately billed as a charge for landscape
architecture.

c. Exempt. Landscaping services performed on or in connection to new construction,
reconstruction, alteration, expansion, or the remodeling of real property are not subject to sales tax.
701—Chapter 219 contains additional information on new construction, reconstruction, alteration,
expansion, and the remodeling of real property.

211.38(3) Tree trimming and removal.
a. In general. Persons engaged in the business of tree trimming, tree removal, and stump removal

are selling a service subject to sales tax. This includes but is not limited to removal of any portion of a
tree, including branches or a trunk.
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b. Shrubs with woody stems or trunks. For purposes of this rule, tree trimming and tree removal
include the trimming or removal of any shrub that has a woody main stem or trunk with branches.

c. Sale of cut wood. Persons engaged in the business of tree trimming and tree removal who cut
wood from the trees that they trim or remove into sizes suitable for sale as firewood and sell the wood
as firewood are engaged in the sale of tangible personal property. The tree trimming or removal is not a
sale for resale. The sales price from the sale of this wood is subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ab.”

701—211.39(423) Pet grooming.
211.39(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of pet grooming are selling a service subject

to sales tax. This includes persons who are not veterinarians and groom dogs.
211.39(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Pet” means any animal that has been tamed or gentled and is kept by its owner for pleasure or

affection, rather than for utility or profit. Service animals or assistance animals as defined in Iowa Code
section 216.8B and livestock are not considered pets.

“Pet grooming” includes any act performed to maintain or improve the appearance of a pet. This
includes but is not limited to washing, combing, currying, hair cutting, and nail clipping, regardless of
whether the person performing the act is a veterinarian.

211.39(3) Veterinary pet grooming. 701—Chapter 206 contains more information on bundled
transactions to aid in determining the taxability of pet grooming when it is completed for both veterinary
and cosmetic reasons.

211.39(4) Livestock showing. Services related to the pet grooming of livestock, including but not
limited to the preparation of livestock for exhibition at fairs or shows, are exempt from tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“am.”

701—211.40(423) Reflexology.
211.40(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of reflexology are selling a service subject to

sales tax.
211.40(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Reflexology” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 152C.1.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ar.”

701—211.41(423) Tanning beds and tanning salons. Persons engaged in the business of providing
tanning beds and tanning salons are selling a service subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“az.”

701—211.42(423) Water conditioning and softening.
211.42(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of water conditioning and softening are selling

a service subject to sales tax.
211.42(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Water conditioning” means any action other than water softening taken with respect to water that

renders the water fit for its intended use, more healthful, or enjoyable for human consumption. “Water
conditioning” includes but is not limited to water filtration, purification, deionization, and reverse
osmosis.

“Water softening”means the removal of minerals from water to render it more suitable for drinking
and washing.

211.42(3) Water purification. When performed for residential, commercial, industrial, or
agricultural users, the service of water purification is subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bh.”

701—211.43(423) Security and detective services.
211.43(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of providing security or detective services are

selling a service subject to sales tax.
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211.43(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Detective service” means a service of investigation with the purpose to obtain information

regarding any of the following subjects: crimes or wrongs done or threatened; the habits, conduct,
movements, location, associations, transactions, reputation, or character of a person; credibility of
witnesses or other persons; inquiry or recovery of lost or stolen property; cause, origin, or responsibility
of a fire, accident, or damage to property; or veracity or falsity of any statement or representation, or
means a service of investigation with the purpose to detect deception or to secure evidence to be used
before an authorized investigation committee, before boards of award or arbitration, or in a civil or
criminal trial.

“Security service” means a service with the purpose to protect property from theft, vandalism, or
destruction or individuals from physical attack or harassment. “Security service” includes but is not
limited to the rental of guard dogs; burglar or fire alarms; providing security guards, bodyguards or
mobile patrols; or the protection of computer systems against unauthorized access.

211.43(3) Exempt. The sales price of the following services or activities are not subject to sales tax
under this rule:

a. Peace officer engaged privately in security or detective work with the knowledge and consent
of the chief executive officer of the peace officer’s law enforcement agency.

b. Person employed full- or part-time by an employer in connection with the affairs of the
employer.

c. Attorney licensed to practice law in Iowa while performing duties as an attorney.
d. Person engaged exclusively, either as an employee or independent contractor, in conducting

investigations and adjustments for insurance companies.
e. Person serving notice or any other document to a party, witness, or any other individual in

connection with any criminal, civil, or administrative litigation.
f. Solicitation of a debtor to pay or collect payment for a debt.
g. Consulting, rendering advice, or providing training with regard to security or detection matters.
h. Charges for mileage, travel expenses, lodging, meal expenses, fees paid for records, and

amounts paid for information if those charges are separately identified, separately billed, and reasonable
in amount.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“as.”

701—211.44(423) Solid waste collection and disposal services.
211.44(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of solid waste collection and disposal are

selling a service subject to sales tax.
211.44(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Nonresidential commercial operation” means any operation that is an industrial, commercial,

agricultural, or mining operation, whether for profit or not. “Commercial” refers to those involved in
the buying and selling of goods and services, rather than just meaning a for-profit operation.

1. “Nonresidential commercial operation” includes but is not limited to hotels, motels,
restaurants, realtors, professional firms (doctors, lawyers, accountants, or dentists), repair persons,
persons selling and renting all sorts of tangible personal property, persons selling insurance of any kind,
appraisers, skilled trades (e.g., plumbers, carpenters, and electricians), construction contractors, banks,
savings and loans, barbers and beauticians, day care centers, counseling services, employment agencies,
janitorial services, landscapers, painters, pest control, photography, printing, and storage services. Also
included within the meaning of nonresidential commercial operation are the United Way, the American
Cancer Society, the Elks, Masons, houses of worship (e.g., churches, synagogues, and mosques), and
not-for-profit hospitals that are not licensed under Iowa Code chapter 135B.

2. “Nonresidential commercial operation” does not include apartment complexes, mobile home
parks, manufactured home communities, and single-family or multifamily dwellings. Also excluded
from the meaning are nonprofit hospitals licensed pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 135B.
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“Recyclable material” includes but is not limited to usedmotor oil, paper, glass, metals (e.g., copper,
aluminum, and iron), and batteries, as long as the recycled materials are separated from the solid waste
for the purpose of recycling the materials.

“Recycling facilities”means facilities where recyclable materials are separated or processed for the
purpose of reusing a material in its original form or using it in a manufacturing process that will not cause
the destruction of the recyclable material to preclude its further use. A facility that produces insulation
from used glass would qualify as a recycling facility under this rule, while a facility that separates or
processes recyclable materials for use as fuel would not qualify as a recycling facility under this rule.

“Solid waste” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 423.2(7).
211.44(3) Nonresidential commercial operations. Counties, municipalities, and cities that provide

the service of solid waste collection and disposal to nonresidential commercial operations are obligated
to collect and remit the tax from these services. Additionally, any person who has contracted to provide
solid waste collection and disposal service to a city or municipality is obligated to collect and remit
the tax from those services provided to nonresidential commercial operations located within that city
or municipality. If the solid waste collection and disposal service is rendered to multiple businesses
or organizations, tax must be collected and remitted only on those portions that meet the definition of
nonresidential commercial operations.

211.44(4) Bundled transaction of solid waste collections and disposal services. 701—Chapter 206
contains more information on bundled transactions regarding when both taxable and nontaxable solid
waste collection and services are provided to a customer.

211.44(5) Disposal or tipping charges.
a. Taxable. Charges for disposal or tipping of solid waste are also subject to sales tax. Persons or

businesses who transport their own solid waste and persons who transport, without compensation, solid
waste generated by another must pay the required tax upon the disposal or tipping charge or fee imposed
by the collection or disposal facility.

b. Exempt. Charges or fees imposed for the service of collecting andmanaging recyclable material
separated by solid waste by a waste generator are not subject to sales tax.

211.44(6) Recycling facilities. The sales price of the service of solid waste collection and disposal
provided to recycling facilities that separate or process recyclable materials is not subject to sales tax if,
as a result of the separation or processing, the volume of the waste collected is reduced by 85 percent
and the waste is collected and disposed of separately from other solid waste.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(7).

701—211.45(423) Sewage services.
211.45(1) In general. Persons engaged in providing sewage service to nonresidential commercial

operations are selling a service subject to sales tax.
211.45(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Agricultural operation”means any enterprise engaged in the raising of crops or livestock formarket

on an acreage.
“Industrial operation”means a business that purchases or rents machinery or equipment eligible for

the Iowa sales and use tax exemption for industrial machinery and equipment.
“Mining operation” means a business engaged in underground mining, strip mining, or quarrying.
“Nonresidential commercial operation” means the same as defined in rule 701—211.44(423).
“Sewage services”means the services of collecting rainwater, liquid and solid refuse, or excreta for

drainage or purification by means of pipes, channels, or conduits usually placed underground.
211.45(3) Nonresidential commercial operations. Counties, municipalities, sanitary districts, or

any other person providing sewage service to nonresidential commercial operations are obligated to
collect and remit the applicable Iowa sales tax. Any person or entity that has contracted to provide
sewage services to a county or municipality is obligated to collect and remit the applicable Iowa sales
tax performed for the county or city on behalf of the nonresident commercial operations located within
that county or city.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“at.”
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701—211.46(423) Aircraft rental.
211.46(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of renting aircraft for 60 days or less are

selling a service subject to sales tax.
211.46(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Aircraft” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 328.1. “Aircraft” also includes any

drone aircraft or any aircraft transporting only the pilot.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bf.”

701—211.47(423) Sign construction and installation.
211.47(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of constructing and installing signs are selling

a service subject to sales tax.
211.47(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Sign” means notices erected and maintained for the purpose of providing information, notices,

markers, and the advertising of products or services. Signs include but are not limited to billboards,
indoor or outdoor sign devices, and any structure erected and maintained for the purpose of conveying
information.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“aw.”

701—211.48(423) Swimming pool cleaning and maintenance. Persons engaged in the business of
cleaning or maintaining a swimming pool are selling a service subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ay.”

701—211.49(423) Taxidermy.
211.49(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of taxidermy are selling a service subject to

sales tax.
211.49(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Taxidermy” means the art or operation of preparing, stuffing, or mounting the skin, head, carcass,

or part of a carcass of a dead animal.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ba.”

701—211.50(423) Dating services.
211.50(1) In general. Persons engaged in providing dating services are selling a service subject to

sales tax.
211.50(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Dating service”means the service of providing an opportunity for individuals to meet and interact

socially with the possibility of forming a relationship. Dating services include but are not limited to
the services of those who provide an opportunity for individuals to describe themselves to and meet
potential partners through escort services, smartphone applications, online websites and applications,
and videotapes. Excluded from the definition are marriage matchmakers, telephone numbers that
only provide opportunities for conversation rather than in-person interaction, and advertisements in
newspapers or magazines soliciting companionship.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“n.”

701—211.51(423) Personal transportation service.
211.51(1) Personal transportation service defined. “Personal transportation service” means the

arrangement or provision of transportation of a person or persons for consideration, regardless of
whether the person or entity providing such service supplies or uses a vehicle in conjunction with the
service. “Personal transportation service” includes but is not limited to the following:

a. Transportation services provided by a human driver, including but not limited to drivers with a
Class C, Class D endorsement 3, or Class M license, or by a chauffeur as defined in Iowa Code section
321.1(8). Examples of such services include but are not limited to taxi services, driver services, limousine
services, bus services, shuttle services, and rides for hire;
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b. Transportation services provided by a nonhuman driver, autonomous vehicle, or driverless
vehicle; and

c. Ride sharing services, including but not limited to use of a network to connect transportation
network company riders to transportation network company drivers who provide prearranged rides as
defined in Iowa Code section 321N.1(4).

EXAMPLE 1: Marketplace X is a transportation network company that operates a network to connect
drivers to riders. Driver D provides rides in Iowa exclusively through X’s network. A person in Iowa
requests a ride through X’s network, and D provides the ride in D’s car. X is a marketplace facilitator. X
must collect Iowa sales tax and applicable local option sales tax on the sales price of the ride. Because
D makes all of D’s Iowa sales through X, which collects all applicable taxes on all of D’s rides, D does
not need to register for an Iowa sales tax permit or file an Iowa sales tax return. X will report the sales
tax on X’s Iowa sales tax return.

EXAMPLE 2: D provides rides for X and Y, two different transportation network companies. X is
a marketplace facilitator responsible for collecting and remitting Iowa sales tax and applicable local
option sales tax on the sales price of the rides D provides through X’s network. Y is also a marketplace
facilitator responsible for collecting all applicable taxes on the rides D provides through Y’s network. D
does not need to register for an Iowa sales tax permit or file an Iowa sales tax return.

EXAMPLE 3: D independently provides rides in addition to providing rides through X’s network.
X must collect all applicable taxes on the rides D provides through its network. X is not responsible
for collecting tax on any of the rides D provides independent from X’s network. D, a seller of personal
transportation service with physical presence in Iowa, must collect and remit Iowa sales tax and
applicable local option sales tax on the sales price of the rides D sells independent of X’s network.

211.51(2) Tax imposed; sourcing. The sales price from the sale of personal transportation service in
Iowa is subject to Iowa sales tax. The tax is imposed if the personal transportation service is first used
in Iowa and is sourced to the location at which the service is first received.

EXAMPLE: R schedules a personal transportation service while at R’s residence in Des Moines. R
schedules the transportation service to transport R fromGrinnell to Iowa City. R independently travels to
Grinnell, where R enters a vehicle owned by the transportation service. The transportation service takes
R from Grinnell to Iowa City, where the service ends and R pays for the service. The sale is sourced
to Grinnell, the location at which R first received the transportation service. The transportation service
must charge sales tax and the applicable local option tax in Grinnell, even though R scheduled the service
while in Des Moines and the service concluded and payment was made in Iowa City.

211.51(3) No tax imposed on interstate motor carrier transportation service. Where a personal
transportation service involves interstate travel by a motor carrier as defined in 49 U.S.C. Section
13102(14), no tax shall be imposed on the transaction to the extent prohibited by 49 U.S.C. Section
14505.

211.51(4) Exemption for transportation services furnished by a qualified public transit system,
medical transportation service, or paratransit service. The sales price from sales of transportation
services by public transit systems, medical transportation services, or paratransit services is exempt
from tax. For purposes of the exemption under Iowa Code section 423.3(106), the following definitions
shall apply:

“Medical transportation” means a personal transportation service for an individual to travel
to a health care provider for the individual’s medical care. Medical transportation is not limited to
transportation services for immediate life-threatening or serious injuries.

“Paratransit service” means a personal transportation service provided to individuals with
disabilities.

“Public transit system” means a public transit system as defined in Iowa Code section 324A.1(4).
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(6)“ac” and 423.3(106).

701—211.52(423) Information services.
211.52(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of providing access to information services

provided through any tangible or electronic medium are selling a service subject to sales tax.
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211.52(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Information services” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 423.1(22A).
211.52(3) Taxable examples. Examples of information services include but are not limited to

database files, research databases, genealogical information, mailing lists, subscription files, credit
reports, surveys, real estate listings, bond rating reports, abstracts of title, bad check lists, broadcasting
rating services, wire services, price lists or guides, scouting reports, and other similar items of compiled
information prepared for a particular customer.

211.52(4) Nontaxable examples. “Information services” does not include the furnishing of
artwork (including musical compositions and films), drawings, illustrations, or other graphic material
or information prepared for general dissemination to the public in the form of books, magazines,
newsletters, videotapes or audiotapes, compact discs, or any other medium commonly used to
communicate with large numbers of customers. The sale of a book, magazine, or similar item is not the
sale of an information service, even if the item contains material of practical use (e.g., in conducting
a private, for-profit business) to its purchaser. These items sold in digital formats may be taxable as
a specified digital product.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“br.”

701—211.53(423) Software as a service.
211.53(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of providing software as a service are selling

a service subject to sales tax. The content or material accessed by way of software as a service does not
impact the taxability of the software itself.

211.53(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Software as a service” means the sale, storage, use, or other consumption of vendor-hosted

computer software, such as but not limited to software accessible on the cloud. “Software as a service”
does not include services commonly understood to constitute “infrastructure as a service” but may
include what is described as “platform as a service” based on the facts and circumstances relating to
that particular service. A relevant declaratory order, In the Matter of study.com, LLC, Iowa Dep’t
of Revenue Declaratory Order No. 2020-310-2-0649 (Apr. 20, 2021), provides further discussion of
software as a service.

“Vendor-hosted computer software” means computer software that is accessed through the Internet
or a vendor-hosted server whether the access is permanent or temporary, whether any downloading
occurs, or whether the software is hosted by the retailer of the software or by a third party.

211.53(3) Exemptions. Software as a service may be exempt from sales tax in accordance with Iowa
Code section 423.3(104) and rule 701—225.8(423).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bu.”

701—211.54(423) Video game services and tournaments.
211.54(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of providing video game services and

tournaments are selling a service subject to sales tax. Taxable services relating to video game
tournaments include fees paid for participating in such tournaments and related services as well as
observing a video game tournament. Participation in or observation of such tournaments is taxable
regardless of whether or not a prize is provided to any participants.

211.54(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Video games” means any virtual, digital, or electronic game in which a user interacts with a user

interface to generate visual feedback on a video device such as a computer monitor, television screen, or
mobile device. Video games may be transferred through any physical or electronic medium, including
by cartridge, disc, or electronic file, or through access to any server or network of servers.

“Video game services” means providing access to video games, support and account services,
in-game currency exchanges, payment processing services, and any other service related to the hosting
or provision of video games.
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“Video game tournament”means an event where participants compete in the playing of video games.
Participants may be playing video games by being physically present in the same location or playing
remotely.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bt.”

701—211.55(423) Services related to specified digital products or software sold as tangible personal
property.

211.55(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of providing services arising from or related
to installing, maintaining, servicing, repairing, operating, upgrading, or enhancing specified digital
products or software sold as tangible personal property are selling a service subject to sales tax.

211.55(2) Definition.
“Specified digital products” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 423.1.
211.55(3) Exemption. Services arising from or related to installing, maintaining, servicing,

repairing, operating, upgrading, or enhancing specified digital products or software sold as tangible
personal property may be exempt from sales tax in accordance with Iowa Code section 423.3(104) and
rule 701—225.8(423).

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bs.”

701—211.56(423) Storage of tangible or electronic files, documents, or other records.
211.56(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of providing storage of tangible or electronic

files, documents, or other records are selling a service subject to sales tax.
211.56(2) Exemption. Storage of tangible or electronic files, documents, or other records may be

exempt from sales tax in accordance with Iowa Code section 423.3(104) and rule 701—225.8(423).
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“bq.”

ITEM 4. Adopt the following new rule 701—213.27(423):

701—213.27(423) Webinars.
213.27(1) In general. Webinars are generally taxable as specified digital products. Specifically,

webinars fall into the “other digital products” category as a news or information product. Purchasing
access to a live or pre-recorded webinar, even if the webinar’s purpose is educational or otherwise, is not
treated as purchase of a service.

213.27(2) Nontaxable live webinars with virtual participation. Purchases of access to a live webinar,
meaning access to viewing a presentation occurring in real time, are not always subject to sales tax.
Attending a presentation in person, if it is not an admission to an amusement, is generally not taxable
under Iowa law. Similarly, purchasing access to a live webinar is not taxable if the live webinar allows
for a level of participation that is substantially similar to an in-person presentation.

213.27(3) Exemptions. Since purchases of webinars are taxable as specified digital products, any
sales tax exemptions that apply to specified digital products may also apply to webinars.

EXAMPLE 1: A person purchases access to a live webinar to view on the person’s computer or
mobile device. The in-person presentation, which can be viewed by people with access to the live
webinar, allows for in-person attendees to ask questions throughout the presentation. Persons viewing
the presentation through the live webinar on their computer or mobile device cannot submit questions to
the presenter throughout the duration of the webinar. The level of participation between the in-person
presentation and the live webinar are not substantially similar. The purchase of access to view this live
webinar is subject to sales tax.

EXAMPLE 2: A person purchases access to a live webinar to view on the person’s computer or mobile
device. The in-person presentation, which is viewable by people with access to the live webinar, does
not allow in-person attendees to ask questions throughout the presentation. The person viewing the
presentation through the live webinar on the person’s computer or mobile device cannot submit questions
to the presenter throughout the duration of the webinar. The level of participation between the in-person
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presentation and the live webinar is substantially similar. The purchase of access to view this live webinar
is not subject to sales tax.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.1(55B).
ITEM 5. Adopt the following new rule 701—214.21(423):

701—214.21(423) Farm implement repair of all kinds.
214.21(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of repairing, restoring, or renovating

implements, tools, machines, vehicles, or equipment used in the operation of farms, ranches, or acreages
on which crops of all kinds are grown and on which livestock, poultry, or fur-bearing animals are raised
or used for any purpose are selling a service subject to sales tax.

214.21(2) Installation not taxable. Those services relating to the installation of new parts or
accessories which are not replacements are not taxable.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“r.”
ITEM 6. Adopt the following new rule 701—214.22(423):

701—214.22(423) Warehousing of raw agricultural products.
214.22(1) In general. The sales price on the warehousing of raw agricultural products is subject to

sales tax unless the warehousing of raw agricultural products is storage in transit and has a destination
outside of Iowa, regardless of whether the raw agricultural products originated within or outside of Iowa.
Because the tax imposed by Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ax” is imposed on the warehousing and not the
sale of raw agricultural products, the interstate commerce exceptions found in Iowa Code section 423.3
do not apply.

214.22(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Raw agricultural products” include but are not limited to corn, beans, oats, milo, fruits, vegetables,

animal semen, and like items that have not been subjected to any form of processing. For purposes of
this rule, grain drying is not considered processing.

214.22(3) Other charges. Other charges relating to warehousing of raw agricultural products may
be subject to sales tax when separately invoiced. 701—Chapter 205 contains more information about
bundled transactions.

214.22(4) Transit warehouses. The warehousing of raw agricultural products to be delivered within
Iowa is subject to sales tax, while the warehousing of those products placed into interstate commerce is
not subject to sales tax.

a. Formula. Transit warehouses may compute the tax on warehousing fees based upon a formula
consisting of a numerator that is the quantity of raw agricultural products housed at the warehouse
with intended intrastate delivery in Iowa and a denominator that is the total quantity of raw agricultural
products housed in the warehouse.

b. Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Transit warehouses” are those warehouses where raw agricultural products in bulk quantities are

transported to and then shipped to different locations at different times.
c. Numerator. Raw agricultural products picked up at the warehouse or delivered to a location in

Iowa must be included in the numerator, even if the products may be or are subsequently delivered to a
common carrier for shipment outside of Iowa.

d. Information used to calculate tax. The information used in the formula for the computation of
tax on storage feesmust be, inmost cases, supplied by the principal storing the products in the warehouse.
The warehouse is responsible for acquiring and verifying the information used in the formula with the
principal at least once every 90 days.

214.22(5) Exemptions. Warehousing service will not be subject to sales tax if a contract for the
warehousing of raw agricultural products is with a tax-certifying or tax-levying body of the state of
Iowa; any instrumentality of the state, county, or municipal government; the federal government or
its instrumentalities; a tribal government as defined in Iowa Code section 216A.161; or an agency or
instrumentality of a tribal government if used for public purposes.
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a. Consignment to federal government. Fees for the warehousing of raw agricultural products
placed into storage by a producer that are later consigned to the federal government under a loan
agreement are subject to sales tax.

b. Federal government activity. Warehousing of raw agricultural products is exempt from sales
tax only if the federal government makes payment to the warehouse for warehousing and the federal
government actually owns the products or goods during the time the products or goods are warehoused.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(6)“ax” and 423.3(31).
ITEM 7. Amend subrule 215.8(3) as follows:
215.8(3) Exempt design and installation services. The sales price from furnishing design and

installation services, including electrical and electronic installation, of machinery and equipment the
sale or rental of which is exempt under subrule 230.8(1) 215.8(1) is exempt from tax. Reference rule
701—26.16(422) for Rule 701—219.13(423) contains characterizations of the words “installation” and
“electronic installation.”

ITEM 8. Amend paragraph 215.15(4)“b,” definition of “Transporting for hire,” as follows:
“Transporting for hire”means the service ofmoving persons or property for consideration, including

but not limited to the use of a “personal transportation service” as that term is described in Iowa Code
section 423.2(6) and rule 701—26.80(422,423) 701—211.5(423).

ITEM 9. Adopt the following new rule 701—216.2(423):

701—216.2(423) Dance schools and dance studios.
216.2(1) In general. The sales price from the services sold by dance schools or dance studios are

subject to sales tax. This includes all activities, such as acrobatics, exercise, baton-twirling, tumbling,
or modeling taught in dance schools or dance studios.

216.2(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Dance school”means any institution established primarily for the purpose of teaching one or more

types of dancing.
“Dance studio”means any room or groups of rooms in which any one or more types of dancing are

taught.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“m.”
ITEM 10. Adopt the following new rule 701—216.3(423):

701—216.3(423) Golf and country clubs and all commercial recreation.
216.3(1) Golf and country clubs. The sales price from all services sold by a golf club or country

club are subject to sales tax. All fees, dues, assessments, or other charges paid to golf clubs and country
clubs are subject to sales tax.

216.3(2) Commercial recreation.
a. In general. The sales price from all services sold by persons making recreation available to

purchasers are subject to sales tax. Recreation under this rule does not include fees or charges for
admission taxed under Iowa Code section 423.2(3).

b. Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Recreation” means activities pursued for pleasure. Recreation includes all activities that promote

physical fitness, including but not limited to sports, games, exercise classes, martial arts classes, and
swim classes. Recreation includes instructional classes pursued for pleasure unrelated to fitness or
athletics, including but not limited to pottery classes, cooking classes, and music lessons. Recreation
also includes activities without any instructional element, such as hunting or fishing ranges or camps.
Elements that do not determine whether or not an activity is recreation include whether an instructor
leads an activity or class, the level of training or ability the instructor has, and the location of the activity.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“v.”
ITEM 11. Adopt the following new rule 701—216.4(423):

701—216.4(423) Campgrounds.
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216.4(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of renting campground sites are selling a
service subject to sales tax, regardless of the duration of the rental. This includes the sales price for the
operation of a campground and the use of a campground site.

216.4(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Campground” is any location at which sites are provided for persons to place their own temporary

shelter, such as a tent, travel trailer, or motorhome. “Campground” does not include any hunting, fishing,
or other type of camp where accommodations are provided, though such camps are likely subject to sales
tax as commercial recreation under rule 701—216.3(423).

216.4(3) Related charges. The sale price of charges, whether mandatory or optional, imposed on
persons using a campground site that are subject to sales tax include but are not limited to entry fees,
utility (electric, water, sewer) fees, fees for the use of swimming pools or showers, and fees for extra
persons or vehicles.

216.4(4) Public parks.
a. The sales price for the use of a state park as a campground is subject to sales tax; however, the

sales price for the use of a county or municipal park as a campground is not subject to sales tax.
b. The sales price of vehicle entry fees into any state, county, or municipal park, commonly called

“park user fees,” is not subject to sales tax.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“j.”
ITEM 12. Adopt the following new 701—Chapter 218:

CHAPTER 218
SERVICES RELATED TO VEHICLES

701—218.1(423) Armored car. Persons engaged in the business of either providing armored car service
to others or converting a vehicle into an armored car are selling a service subject to sales tax. For purposes
of this rule, “armored car” means a wheeled vehicle affording defensive protection by use of a metal
covering or other elements of ordinance.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“b.”

701—218.2(423) Vehicle repair.
218.2(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of repairing vehicles are selling a service

subject to sales tax. Rule 701—225.4(423) contains more information on purchases made by auto body
shops.

218.2(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Repair” includes any type of restoration, renovation or replacement of any motor, engine, working

parts, accessories, body, or interior of a vehicle. “Repair” does not include the installation of new parts
or accessories, which are not replacements, added to a vehicle.

“Vehicle” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 321.1(90).
218.2(3) Disposal fees. Fees charged with the disposal of any item in connection with the

performance of this service is subject to sales tax if the disposal fee of the item is not separately
contracted for or itemized in the billing of the repair service. If the disposal fee is itemized or separately
contracted for, the disposal fee is not subject to sales tax. Items that may be subject to disposal fee
include but are not limited to air filters, batteries, oil, or tires.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“c.”

701—218.3(423) Motorcycle, scooter, and bicycle repair.
218.3(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of repairing motorcycles, scooters, and

bicycles are selling a service subject to sales tax.
218.3(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Bicycle” includes human-powered bicycles and electric bicycles.
“Motorcycle” includes autocycles.
“Repair” means the same as defined in rule 701—211.1(423).
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“ag.”
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701—218.4(423) Battery, tire, and allied.
218.4(1) Batteries in general. Persons engaged in the business of installing, repairing, maintaining,

restoring, or recharging batteries and any services related to or connected therewith are selling a service
subject to sales tax.

218.4(2) Tires in general. Persons engaged in the business of installing, repairing, or maintaining
tires and any services related to or connected therewith are selling a service subject to sales tax.

218.4(3) Disposal fees. Disposal fees charged in connection with the performance of the services
identified in this rule are subject to sales tax if the disposal fee is not itemized or separately contracted for
in the billing for the charge of the service. If the disposal fee charged in connection with the performance
of the services identified in this rule are itemized or separately contracted for, then the disposal fee is not
subject to sales tax. Items that may be subject to disposal fee include but are not limited to air filters, oil,
tires, and batteries.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.2(6)“d” and 423.2(7)“a”(1).

701—218.5(423) Boat repair.
218.5(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of repairing watercraft are selling a service

subject to sales tax.
218.5(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Repair” means the same as defined in rule 701—211.1(423).
“Watercraft” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 462A.2.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“h.”

701—218.6(423) Vehicle wash and wax.
218.6(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of vehicle washing and waxing are selling

a service subject to sales tax, whether performed by hand, machine, or coin-operated device. Rule
701—225.7(423) contains more information on purchases of inputs in vehicle wash and wax services.

218.6(2) Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Vehicle” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 321.1(90).
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“i.”

701—218.7(423) Wrecker and towing.
218.7(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of towing any vehicle are selling a service

subject to sales tax. Included in this are services charges for a person to travel to any place to lift,
extricate, tow, or salvage a vehicle.

218.7(2) Definitions. For purposes of this rule:
“Towing” includes any means of pushing, pulling, carrying, or freeing any vehicle from mud, snow,

or any other impediment, including any incidental hoisting. “Towing” does not include transporting
operable vehicles from one location to another when no operative aspect of the vehicle is integral to the
transporting.

“Vehicle” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 321.1(90).
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 423.1(7) and 423.2(6)“bn.”

701—218.8(423) Flying service.
218.8(1) In general. Persons engaged in the business of teaching a course of instruction in the art of

operation and flying of an airplane, and instructions in repairing, renovating, reconditioning an airplane,
or any other related service are selling a service subject to sales tax.

218.8(2) Not included. Flying services do not include those relating to agricultural aerial application,
those relating to aerial commercial and chartered transportation services, and those services exempted
by rule 701—211.2(423).

218.8(3) Flight instruction charges. Charges relating to flight instruction can be taxable or
nontaxable. Taxable charges include but are not limited to the sales price for the following:

a. Instructors’ services, ground instruction, and ground school.
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b. Students learning to fly with an instructor and dual flying.
c. Rental of a plane. Rule 701—211.47(423) contains more information.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“s.”

ITEM 13. Adopt the following new subrules 219.13(6) to 219.13(14):
219.13(6) Carpentry repair or installation. Persons engaged in the business of carpentry, as the trade

is known in the usual course of business, are selling a service subject to sales tax, regardless of whether
they perform repair or installation. The carpentry services can be conducted on or within real or personal
property.

219.13(7) Roof, shingle, and glass repair. Persons engaged in the business of repairing, restoring,
or renovating roofs or shingles or restoring or replacing glass, whether the glass is personal property or
affixed to real property, are selling a service subject to sales tax.

219.13(8) Electrical and electronic repair and installation.
a. In general. Persons engaged in the business of repairing or installing electrical wiring, fixtures,

or switches in or on real property, or repairing or installing any article of tangible personal property
powered by electric current, are selling a service subject to sales tax. This includes installation of
semiconductors, such as vacuum tubes, transistors, or integrated circuits, or installation or repair of
machinery or equipment that functions mainly through the use of semiconductors.

b. New machinery or equipment. The sales price of the electrical or electronic installation is
exempt from tax if the sales price is charged for the installation of new machinery or equipment.

c. Definition. For purposes of this subrule:
“Installation” includes affixing electrical wiring, fixtures or switches to real property; affixing any

article of personal property powered by electric current to any other article of personal property; or
making any article of personal property powered by electric current operative with respect to its intended
function or purpose.

219.13(9) Excavating and grading.
a. In general. Persons engaged in the business of excavating and grading are selling services

subject to sales tax.
b. Definitions. For purposes of this subrule:
“Excavation”means the digging, hauling, hollowing out, scooping out or making of a cut or hole in

the earth. “Excavation” ordinarily includes not only the digging down into the earth but also the removal
of whatever material or substance is found beneath the surface.

“Grading” means a physical change of the earth’s structure by scraping and filling in the surface to
reduce it to a common level. “Grading” includes the reducing of the surface of the earth to a given line
fixed as the grade, involving excavating, filling, or both.

219.13(10) Painting, papering and interior decorating.
a. In general. Persons engaged in the business of painting, papering, and interior decorating are

selling a service subject to sales tax.
b. Definitions. For purposes of this subrule:
“Interior decoration” means the designing or decoration of the interior of houses or buildings,

counseling with respect to such design or decoration, or the procurement of furniture fixtures or home
or building decorations.

“Painting” means the covering of both interior and exterior surfaces of tangible personal or real
property with a coloring matter and mixture of a pigment or sealant, with some suitable liquid to form
a solid adherent when spread on the surface in thin coats for decoration, protection, or preservation
purposes. This includes all necessary preparations, including surface preparation. “Painting” does not
include automobile undercoating, the coating of railroad cars, storage tanks, or the plating of tangible
personal property with metal such as but not limited to chromium, bronze, tin, galvanized metal, or
platinum.

“Papering” means the application of wallpaper or wall fabric to the interior of a house or building
and any necessary preparations, including surface preparation.
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c. Incidental service. When a person provides interior decorating services without charge,
incidental to the sale of real or tangible personal property, no sales tax shall be charged in addition to
the tax paid on the sales price or any part thereof of the real or tangible personal property.

219.13(11) Pipe fitting and plumbing.
a. In general. Persons engaged in the business of pipe fitting and plumbing are selling a service

subject to sales tax.
b. Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Pipe fitting and plumbing” means the trade of fitting, threading, installing, and repairing pipes,

fixtures, or apparatus used for heating, refrigeration, or air conditioning, or concerned with the
introduction, distribution, and disposal of a natural or artificial substance.

219.13(12) Wood preparation.
a. In general. Persons engaged in the business of wood preparation or treatment for others are

selling a service subject to sales tax.
b. Definition. For purposes of this rule:
“Wood preparation” includes all processes whereby wood is sawed from logs in measured

dimensions, planed, sanded, oiled, or treated in any manner before being used to repair an existing
structure or create or become a part of a new structure. If such preparation is engaged solely for the
purpose of processing lumber or wood products for ultimate sale at retail, such preparation may not be
deemed as selling a service subject to sales tax.

219.13(13) Well drilling. Persons engaged in the business of well drilling are selling a service subject
to sales tax.

219.13(14) Landscaping. Landscaping services performed on or in connection to new construction,
reconstruction, alteration, expansion, or the remodeling of a building or structure are not subject to sales
tax. Rule 701—211.39(423) contains more information about landscaping services.

ITEM 14. Amend subrule 219.21(1) as follows:
219.21(1) Exempt lease or rental of machinery and equipment. On and after July 1, 2004, the The

sales price on the lease or rental only of the following types of machinery and equipment is exempt
from tax: all machinery, equipment, and replacement parts directly and primarily used by contractors,
subcontractors, and builders for new construction, reconstruction, alterations, expansion, or remodeling
of real property or structures and all machinery, equipment, and replacement parts which improve
the performance, safety, operation, or efficiency of the equipment and replacement parts so used. A
contractor’s, subcontractor’s, or builder’s purchases of this equipment would continue to be taxable,
as would a lessor’s purchases of machinery, equipment, or replacement parts for subsequent exempt
rental to a contractor, subcontractor, or builder. Reference rule 701—26.18(422,423) for an extensive
explanation of this matter.

ITEM 15. Adopt the following new rule 701—219.22(423):

701—219.22(423) House and building moving. Persons engaged in the business of moving houses or
buildings from one location to another, for any reason, are selling a service subject to sales tax. The sales
price from this service is not considered a transportation charge.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 423.2(6)“x.”
ITEM 16. Amend 701—Chapter 219, implementation sentence, as follows:
These rules are intended to implement 2005 Iowa Code subsections sections 423.1(42), 423.2(1)“b”

and “c,”423.2(6), 423.3(37), 423.3(64), 423.3(85), and 423.5(2) and 2005 Iowa Code Supplement
subsections 423.3(37) and 423.3(85).

ITEM 17. Rescind and reserve rule 701—220.13(423).
ITEM 18. Rescind and reserve rule 701—225.2(423).
ITEM 19. Amend rule 701—225.7(423), implementation sentence, as follows:
This rule is intended to implement 2011 Iowa Code Supplement section 423.3 as amended by 2012

Iowa Acts, Senate File 2342, section 13 Iowa Code section 423.3(98).
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